
FLOTILLA

PHYSICAL

METAPHORICAL

BOATS

THE SEA

a parade

MUTUAL SUPPORT

Ideological alignment

Coalitions

Military Flotilla: uniformity

Activist flotilla: people-

powered, diversity

Rescuing/Saving

STRENGTH

Large numbers

Unity of purpose

Diversity

Allyship

FLEXIBILITY

Ability to join or leave

Can shrink or expand

STORIES

Piracy

Rum-runners

Protect your community Block unwanted intruders

The "High Seas" -

International Waters

Showing off

A moving party on the water

FLOATING

On a mission

As the source of unity

As communication

As nature itself 

(contrast with 'earth')
Watery planet

Hierarchy of command,

consent of the governed

Independently commanded,

democratic

Attached to your support

WAVESSound waves

The Atlantic Provinces

Broadcast media

Ice boats Communication

A natural support network
The environment/nature that

supports us

Kayaks

Mi'kmaq canoes

Who is included?

Yacht Clubs

P.E.I.

Epekwitk/Abegweit "Cradle

in the Waves"

Birthplace of confederation,

colonial history

Exclusive

Lobster fishersFisher"men". Women?

WEATHERTurbulence, turmoil

Source of power, a force

Source of danger

Common interest with

strangers

Working on your own, at the

same time as others

Each actor in a flexible

relationship to one another

URGENCY

A temporary arrangement

brought together by urgency

a cruise

Structural Agility

Shifting perspectives
Different ways to achieve the

same goal

Being "on" somethingCan't get off

Self-controlled, but also

limited

"At the mercy of the waves"

Navigation by the starsCelestial
When you need it, it's there.

Grab on. Let go.

As the cultural environment

Weight

Paddles

Hold onto my paddle.

Sound travels better on

water

An urgent party?

EMERGENCY?

Rescuing each other

Saving something else

"Weathering the storm"

MANAGEMENT paradigm

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP

paradigm

Everyone at the same levelExcept submarines?

ARCs as boats

Ark, n. - "1. a vessel that

serves as sanctuary or

protection gainst extinction

2. a large, flat-bottomed

boat"

corporate structure

fear, intimidation

confronting & undermining

corporate structures

love, welcoming

The artist as creative nomad Nomads of the sea?

Buoyancy

Radio wavesShort-wave Radio

Frequencies

Has its own language &

culture

Safety on the sea

Distress beacons

Ocean waves

Tall ships


